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NEW CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES 

ADAM PROMETHEUS 
“It’s Alive! It’s Alive” 
 
With the rivalry between the Monster Mash and Holiday Horror teams 
heating up, a huge equalizer has just been added to the mix. Enter the 
giant monster known as Adam Prometheus. At nearly eight feet tall and 
close to 600 pounds, the Monster Squad has acquired the services of the 
biggest man to ever enter an NDW ring. Adam Prometheus has given his 
team a huge advantage. 
 
Adam Prometheus is the product of mad science. He is made up of 
several parts from many different donors. His creator is unknown, as he 
died several hundred years ago. Adam Prometheus is believed to have 
been created in the early 1800s on Earth. He has become a bit of a legend 
on Earth as there have been many different interpretations of his true 
origin. The only one who knows the truth is Adam Prometheus himself, but 
he isn’t talking to anyone about it. In fact, Prometheus does not speak at 
all! 
 
Vladimir Plasma’s latest fame and popularity has caused Adam 
Prometheus to come out from hiding and join the Monster Mash team. It is 
believed that Vladimir Plasma and Adam Prometheus are able to 
communicate through a form of telepathy. Since he is unable to speak with 

anyone other than Vladimir Plasma, this has caused the two monsters to form a very strong bond. 
 
Adam Prometheus does not wrestle very often in NDW at the time. He is the secret weapon of the Monster Mash team 
that they will bring out for extreme circumstances. Halloween Hank claims that he is not afraid of this new monster, but his 
actions speak louder than his words. Halloween Hank often sends his henchmen into battle with the giant Adam 
Prometheus, rather than mixing it up with the monster himself. Adam Prometheus has a goal of getting Halloween Hank 
into the ring one on one and running the evil leader of Holiday Horror out of Next Dimension Wrestling. At least that’s what 
Vladimir Plasma claims. 
 
Adam Prometheus is a true powerhouse in the wrestling ring. He can overpower just about any other NDW wrestler. His 
in-ring skills are also very limited. Adam relies mainly on his strength to best his opponents. Adam Prometheus standing 
across the ring from the much, much smaller Jacklyn Snow is quite a site to see. 
 
Team: Monster Mash 
Feuds: Halloween Hank, Pete Cottontail, Jacklyn Snow 
Signature Moves: 
Monster Mauling - tackle with a series of punches 
IT’S ALIVE - two-handed choke bomb  



THE WHITE KNIGHT 
“Making the Most of His Second Chance!” 

 
At one time, Allan Locke was a prized pupil of The Last Knight and a 
standout student at Knight’s School Wrestling Academy. However, those 
accomplishments did not last very long. Locke’s outside of the ring 
behavior did not put him in The Last Knight’s good graces. Allan Locke 
quickly earned the reputation of a womanizer. He used his newfound fame 
as a way to court women, and that quickly became the young wrestler’s 
focus, rather than his in-ring work. 
 
After Allan had missed several dates he was booked to compete, The Last 
Knight had no choice but to cut ties with the up-and-coming wrestler. 
Unfortunately for Allan Locke, this happened as Next Dimension Wrestling 
was being developed, and he lost his place on the roster to Ginger Rogers. 
Allan Locke went out on his own and took every independent booking that 
he could find, but his star quickly faded without the backing of The Last 
Knight. 
 
Whenever Allan Locke became down and out, the independent 
opportunities were less frequent. This also hurt his chances with the 
women he so desperately desired. That is when Allan Locke decided he 
needed to turn his life around. He spent nearly six straight months in 
isolation to avoid the temptations and distractions that kept him from reaching his full potential. During this time, Locke 
trained like a man possessed and morphed his body into a wrestling machine. He was better than ever! 
 
Now with a new set of priorities and a different outlook on both his career and lifestyle, Allan Locke has returned to The 
Last Knight. The timing could not have been better for Allan Locke. Ginger Rogers had left the Knights of the Round Table 
several months prior and joined the villainous Deadly Alliance team as Red Scare. Allan Locke returned to the team he 
was groomed for with a second chance. Unfortunately for Rajah Ring Royalty, a spot on the team needed to be made, 
and unfortunately, Rajah's was the spot taken. That decision was easy for The Last Knight to make, as Rajah has been 
giving into his animal instincts more and more. It also gives Allan Locke a new rivalry upon entering the NDW ranks. 
 
With his second chance, Allan Locke has given himself a new ring name, The White Knight, in order to symbolize his pure 
lifestyle. The White Knight has targeted lifelong enemy of the Knight wrestling family, B.A. Jerk to a new feud. He sees 
B.A. Jerk as a mirror of his old self, a jerk who needs to be put on the right path. B.A. Jerk is a much larger wrestler, but 
The White Knight is the complete athlete. Their matches are sure to be a crowd pleaser. 
 
At the Knight’s School Wrestling Academy, The White Knight became instant friends with a female trainee by the name of 
Cheryl Cacola. This new friendship quickly became something more as the two became involved in a romantic 
relationship. It was not like the other women that Allan Locke pursued in the past, The White Knight had real feelings for 
Cheryl. In order to keep favor with The Last Knight, the two have decided to keep their budding relationship a secret. 
 
Team: The Knights of the Round Table 
Feuds: B.A. Jerk, Rajah Ring Royalty, Red Scare 
Signature Moves: 
L-Shaped Jump - flying leg lariat 
Knight’s Tour - running snap powerslam 
Endgame DDT - elevated DDT with the opponent’s feet draped across the second rope 
Knight Takes Pawn - Olympic slam 
CHECKMATE - running cutter 
THE ALLAN LOCK - reverse Boston crab 



NDW TEAM ROSTERS - QUICK REFERENCE 
 
 

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE 
● Di-Smash 
● The White Knight 
● Birds of Prey 

○ Eagle Richards 
○ Falcon Parker 
○ Cardinal Maximoff 

BLACK AND BLUE CREW 
● Lambert 
● B.A. Jerk 
● Black and Blue Crew 

○ Jet Black 
○ Navy Blue 
○ Bomb Chelle 

PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY 
● Biordi 
● KnightFall 
● Treasure Hunters 

○ Captain Adam: Space Pirate 
○ Pitt Viper 

● The Cheese 
● Social Butterfly - Manager 

DEADLY ALLIANCE 
● Red Scare 
● Headhunter Travis Deadly 
● Team Deadly 

○ Lance Romance 
○ Buck Blake 

● Jon Heel - Manager 

MONSTER MASH 
● Vladimir Plasma 
● Adam Prometheus 
● Creature Feature 

○ Murky Waters 
○ Lycan Moon 

 
INDEPENDENT 

● FnKen 
● Ooolahg 
● Rajah Ring Royalty 
● Far, Far Away 

○ Wheebo Rodes 
○ Mee’la Twi’ek 

● Mythical Warriors 
○ Battle Axe 
○ Broadsword 

HOLIDAY HORROR 
● Halloween Hank 
● Snow Bunny 

○ Pete Cottontail 
○ Jacklyn Snow 

 
Special note: Women are seen as being equal to men within Next Dimension Wrestling. Therefore when intergender 
matches are held during NDW shows, women wrestlers are not affected by the Women’s Conversion Chart found in other 
game editions. 
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